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INTRODUCTION 

There is a new multi-faceted manufacturing- business growing 

"in the developing world fbday:     it is labor-intensive (electronics/ 

garments/shoes/toys/instruments, etc.),  it employe a bewildering 

number of raw materials,  components, and subassemblies, it serves 

many markets—principally the developed nations, but also the less- 

developed,  it has attracted the participation of many companies, 

large and small, it takes place in many countries around the world. 

it has reached a stage where the United States market alone provide» 

employment to some 400,000 factory workers in 22 developing nation« 

and is growing at a compound rate ab^ve 40*" per year. 

The barriers to this new manufacturing business are the same 

as the traditional barriers to trade:     16thCentury customs pro- 

cedures,  quotas, subsidies,  central bank financial controls,   immi- 

gration restrictions, and trade policy influences from Common Markets 

and other powerful groups—all of whi^h interfere with the reauired 

planning, scheduling, and risk management of manufacturing enter- 

prise.    Production efficiency does not permit interruptions and 

uncertainties caused by trade barriers—or, put the r-pposite way, 

trade barriers prevent  production. 

Hence, the old T'ree Port which was a device to permit trade 

efficiency in the face of trade barriers has become the father 'if the 

Industrial ^ree Zone which is a device to permit efficient production 

of goods. 

The Mexican Border Industrialization Program during the period 

1965-74 solved some <-f the pr-blems "f unemployment and poverty along 

the United States Border by the use,   in part,  of industrial parks 

and free zones.    Indeed,  the principal promotional thrust of the 

Mexican program came fr-m iw< coirpetir.g industrial parks, oi»e in a 

free zone and one    utside, which rut together powerful management 

teams and bore the main burden oí convincing United States manu- 

facturers to risk new investmenx in Mexico.    In ^rder to attract 

clients they created a new kind of industrial park—one which offer« 

a wide variety of services to industry to help in promotion.    This 

new so-called full-service indust nal park or industrial free aone 
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can no longer be ignored as a competitive force in the worldwide 

development of labor-intensive industry.    Together,  these two parks 

achieved 30? of all that Mexico gained from the Border Industriali- 

zation Program. 

Ve shall go  into some detail later as to the nature of the new 

full-Bervice industrial free zone which haB emerged from Mexican 

experience.    But first, let us look at the results of the overall 

program. 

1.      ACHIEVEMENTS 0* THF MEXICAN BOPBEP INDUSTFIALIZATION PFOGPAM 

Between 1965 and 1974 Mexico achieved export value-added* 

approaching 1500 million annually (about  one-fourth of all Mexican 

Experts) from its Eorder Program (Table  I).    It also obtained over 

100,000 new direct  manufacturing jobs  (Table II),  over 150,000 

additional indirect  jobs, and,  most important,  training of Mexican 

management and workers in high-technology competitive international 

business.    I estimate  in Table III*» that  the overall investment 

required in both the public and private sectors  in Mexico to achiars 

this miracle was  less than S2000 per direct manufacturing job created 

and less than Í700 per total  job created.    Of this,  two-thirds came 

from the private  sector and only one-third from government investment 

in infrastructure and overhead.    lach dollar invested produced 

annually 84 of payr.->ll,  Î6 of exports, and £12 of GNP. 

Meanwhile,  with respect to  the price  of unskilled labor,  Mexico 

had progressed up the Development Stairway out of the Undeveloped 

*    Export value-added data are from U.S.  Department of Commerce figures 
on imports under U.S.  Tariff Articles 80t.30 and 807.OO which permit 
duty-free return of U.S. metal articles sent abroad for processing 
and returned for further processing or of U.S.  components sent 
abroad for assembly and returned. 
**   From MEXICO IF THE VO^LD fOMPFTITIOK FOP MAQUILAD0PAS - 'OSTS 
AND BENEFITS presented at the Un-'ted States-Mexico f onference on 
Border Industrialization—The University of Texas at El Paso, April 
17, 1975. 

J 
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Table I 

U.S. IMPORTS PROM LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES UTTOER 8O6/8O7 (1970-74) 

Dutiable value (in millions of dollars) 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

The top 10 (1974): 
Mexioo 
Taiwan 
Singapore 
Hong Kong 
Korea 
Malaysia 
Brazil 
Philippines 
Haiti 
El Salvador 

Total 
12 others 

Total, all LDC*e 

806.30 
8O7.OO 

0/0 Mexico 

80 IO5 171 287 465 
59 86 163 212 271 
16 33 67 124 152 
53 54 75' IO4 149 

8 13 23 35 68 
- - - 12 65 

1 1 4 12 47 
2 5 6 2 19 
2 3 5 8 14 

- - - 1 8 

221 300 514 797 1,258 
11 15 24 24 29 

2¿2 Sgl 
11 24 43 100 170 

221 291 495 721 1,117 
34 33 32 35 36 

Source:    U.S. Department of Commerce. 

Table II 

EMPLOYMENT CREATED IN LDC'S BY U.S. 806/807 PURCHASES OP DUTIABLE VALUER 

Estimated level 
of employment                      o/o             Mexican 

(thousand employees)           Mexioo               Jobs 

Year: 
1970 58 
1971 79 
1972 135 
1973 205 
1974 322 

TJ)C employment created, 1970-74                        264 

34 
33 
32 
35 
36 

20 
26 
43 
72 

116 
96 

l/   Based on Mexican border development programme experience 1970-74 of 14,000 
of dutiable value per direct manufacturing employee 
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Table III 

THE COST/BFNEFIT OP MAQUILADORA JOBS  TO MEXICO 

Basis!    1973. wages cf US$0.60 per hour 

ONE JOB 
(Pesos) 

THE BENEFITS 

Direct Payroll including fringes 
Indirect payroll (2 additional  jobc) 

Total Payroll 

Retail Sales (5 x Payroll) 

CMP Contribution (Value Added) 
1 Maquiladora Job      50,000 
2 Indirect  jobs 50, OOP 

Total        100,000 

Exporte 1 Maquiladora Job 
Tax income to Government 

On Retail SaleB (4$) 
On Payroll 

5Ço inoome tax 
1% Social Security 

V?, Education 
% INFONAVIT 

Total Taxes 

THE COSTS 

Investment 

Private Sector« ? 
Land 60 M2 ® $50A ? 
Buildings 15 M2 @ 8750/fa 
Promotion 

Total Private Sector 

Annual Cost 

Public Sector: 
Estimated added personnel cost 
Estimated added infrastructure cost 

Total Public Sector 

16,525 
lèiSSSi 
33,050 
(3 jebs) 

165,250 

100,000 

50,000 

6,610 

1,653 
4,958 

331 
Jj653 
15,205 

3,000 
U,250 

2.000 

16,250 

70,000 JOBS 
TMillion Pesos)    # 

1,157 

2,314 
(2x0,000 jobs) 

11,550 

7,000 

3,500 

463 

1,065 

210 
788 

0 

1,138 

20 
100 

120 

Cont'd.••• 
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Table III  (Continued) 

COMPARISON OP COSTS ANL BMEPITS 

Tax return to Government  as per cent «f Annual Cost: 

100 x Annual Tax Income . 100 x    1.065   . 888 */year 
Annual Public Sector Cost 120 

Return on Investment 

Private Sector Investment 1,138 

Five years Public Sector Cost 600 

Total National Input        1,738 million 

Investment per job =    1jP?.?ill.ion  = 8,276 pesos 
210,000 jobs (US$662) 

QHP per peso of investment =    10P'09S = 12 pesos 
8,276 

Exports per peso of investment =    501000 = 6 pesos 
8,276 

Payroll per peso of investment =    33,050 = 4 pesos 
8,276 
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Ocean (Figure I) rising from the level of El Salvador and Korea, 

past Hong Kong »nd Singapore, to the level of the United Kingdom 

and Japan.     Mexico alone in the Western Hemisphere had recognized 

the opportunity presented by th    United States maiket for labor- 

intensive manufactures and had proceeded singlehandedly to push 

the Western Hemisphere share of the United States Market to almost 

equal that of Asia in 1974 (Figure II)   (it actually passed Asia in 

I975).    To be sure, Mexico had priced itself temporarily out of the 

market by  the end of 1974 due to dramatic increases in the minimum 

wage, but  the recent late I976 devaluations of the peso have cut 

the cost of labor by about one-fourth and returned Mexico to a 

highly competitive position with respect to other nations. 

But these recent developments are not a useful part of our 

story—at  least for now—Instead,  we are concerned with how raexico 

get into this new export business in the first place. 

2.      TOB REASONS FOR SUCCESS 

Why wae Mexico able to achieve such outstanding succès«? 

I believe  the primary reason WBB that the situation along the Border 

permitted a serendipitous approach to attracting foreign industries 

by private initiative in its own interest—while pederal Government 

acquiesced or selectively supported the phenomenon but took no active 

role.    (State government was also generally passive with the ex- 

ception of Señora).    The Federal Government had studied the oppor- 

tunity in 1964, and by an exchange of letters between the Secretary 

of Treasury and the Secretary of Industry and rommerce in 1965 had 

established the framework.    The rest depended on the situation and 

the initiative—which was as follows: 

(a) THE NAPKFT for labor-intensive goods in the United States 

1<M large and growing.    It had been served fr«m Asia and I'iurops» 

for «any year«,  but not from the Western Hemisphere (except Canada). 

(b) THF LABOP SUPPLY was large and growing. It was corapesed 

principally of young women, but also many young men prevented freni 

entering th* United State« to harvest crops by the collapse ef th* 
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Mexico/U.S. Bracero Agreement  in 1965.     (This agreement nade 

during Vorld Vfar II had permitted many Lexicans to enter the U.S. 

temporarily.)    These young people were absolutely unskilled, but 

were willing to woik for low pay and had very favi rabie attitudes 

towards work.    Later investigations showed them to be highly pro- 

ductive  in comparison with U.S. workers when trained. 

(c) THE FI?RF ZONFS had been established many years before 

to permit the Mexican border population to import its needs from 

the United States since it could not be served economically by 

Mexican  industry located I50O miles away in th'   center of the 

country.     Only one or two export manufacturing plants had been 

established to  take advantage of the industrial possibilities of 

the T?ree  Zones  in twenty years time.    The ^ree Zones were  located 

in extreme Northwest Mexico includirj the entire State of Baja Cali- 

fornia and several towns in Sonora (including Nogales).    The basic 

advantage  of the Free Zone over the rest of the country was the 

simplicity and  rapidity of entry and exit of  ~oods.     ^rom an indus- 

trial development standpoint,   the crucial factor was that a truck 

could cross from the United States into Nogales,  Mexico in  30 minutes 

because  of  the "ree Zone at Nogaloc whereas at Juarez, which had no 

Free Zone,   it would take 2 to 5 days and a lot  of red tape. 

(d) THF INITIiTIVF TO rvrJ-Tl AND DFVFLOP NEW  INDUSTPIAL PAFKS 

came from two distinct gmups - one at  the Nogales,  Sonora ^ree 

Zone and  the other at < iudad Juarez,  chihuahua.    Both groups were 

private corporations with string leadership which used private funds 

of their own and from Mexican and U.S. banks — and each regarded 

the other as a strong competitor, although they cooperated from 

time to  time on common problems which arose with the Governments 

of the United States and Mexico. 

The Eermuder, industrial Park at Juarez served a centrally 

located border city of 500,000 population directly opposite a 

United States <'i.ty of similar size, Fl Paso,  Texas.     It was founded 

in 1965  on about  100 hectares of private land on the outskirts of 

the city.     Initially it «as a real-estate type par*, but later became 

a full  service park by adding an <ncubator factory adjacent  to park. 
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headquarters and providing many new services. 

The Kogales Industrial Park started tK-ee years later in 1968 

in Kogales, Sonora, population 70,000, opposite Nogales, Arizona 

with 8,000 and 60 :..iles south of Turson, Arizona with 200,000. It 

was initially a consulting and promotion group which leaBed 50 hec- 

tares of municipal land for 30 years promising to turn back to the 

city at the end of the lease all the land, buildings and improvements 

thereon free—and paying rent meanwhile. Tius group took the lead 

in providing services under a system to be described later known 

as the SHELTER PLAN. It, too, established an incubator factory 

adjacent to its headquarters in order to offer better service to 

clients. 

Even though Nogales started later, it quickly became a strong 

competitor because of the advantage of the T,ree Zone. Manufacturer« 

otherwise attracted to the Bermudez Park could be enticed away 

by exposure to the long customs delayc at Juarez—and wen. Pecog- 

nizing its competitive deficiency, the Termudez group initiated a 

campaign in Mexico ' ity to change the entire approach of Mexican 

Customs with respect to imports at Juarez. V'ithin two years they 

were able to reduce truck crossing times at Juarez to 30 minutes 

and that particular competitive advantage of Nogales disappeared. 

In fact, the entire customs syFtem of the country was changed to 

the point where T"ree Zones were no longer thought necessary to 

attract industry to the Border. As a result of this, the Lógales 

Free Zone WBB terminated in 1975 and the new customs rules were 

applied there as well. 

Both industrial parks prospered and were successful in their 

communities. The Nogales Industrial Park created ( ,000 direct 

jobs within its boundaries and helped attract another 9»000 direct 

jobs to Nogales through its consulting activities.  The Bermudez 

Industrial Park created 12,000 direct jobs within its boundaries 

and helped attract another 6,000 direct jobs to Juarez through it« 

promotional activities. In comps ison to the growth of Mexican 

exports in this high-growth industry of 53^ per year, t,ie two 

industrial parks grew in space leased at IB"*  per year as thown in 

Figure III 

•* 
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This is not to say that these two indue trial park» were the onl;, 

orfani zed promoter« in Mexico—quite the contrary—Mexicali developed 

because of a good but small  industrial development ¿roup  in the Stats 

Government which spread individual companies around the city.    No 

industrial park was established until later when a private real- 

estate type park was formed which is now getting business.    Tijuana 

developed without any planning and had the poorest experience on 

the border,  even though it achieved significant employment, because 

of poor quality factery buildings and dismal working conditions in 

the slum areas-r-this in spite of the fact that it was next to 

California where ample opportunity to attract industry presented 

itself.    Beth Tijuana and Mexicali are in the Baja california Free 

Zone which continues to the present but will probably be terminated 

by the federal Government  of Mexico in the near future. 

Along the Texas border a number of real estate type parks 

were developed through private initiative,  particularly those at 

^eynosa and Matamoros.    The Mexican Government established a 

small new park at Piedras Kegras in I973.     In the interior, the 

Chihuahua Industrial Park and the new State Free Zones of Durango 

and San Luis Potosi were begun in I975 in an effort to attract 

industry away from the border +0 lower wage cost areas of higher 

unemployment.    The private parks outside  the free  zones were 

helpful to  the Bermudez Park in its efforts to change customs 

procedures—and they benefitted from the results.    From this effort 

came the Asociación Mexicana de Parques y Ciudades Industriales, A.o., 

a non-profit asseciation  to which all important industrial parks 

in Mexico now belong which is used to solve problems with the 

Mexican Government. 

It is fair to say,  however, that the Bermudez and Nogales parks 

were the leaders in the development of the Mexican Border.    They 

were established earlier,  had substantial funding, attracted 

gars who could get things done—so their impact on the program 

waa much more important than the rest. 
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3.       TEAL R5TATE TYPE II;3U3TT IAL PAFKS VS ^LL-SFPVI' F TYPE 
IíMJS'íKIAL PARKJ 

From the Mexican experience  related above it is now possible 

to draw a crucial generalization as  to  the competitive  capacity of 

the full-service park  in comparison with the real  estate type park. 

First-« definition  of  th.   two.    As shown in Table- TV the real 

•state type park  ie  limiteu  to  those functione which directly 

relate to getting adequate space built  for a manufacturer in an 

industrial park—and little more.    The  full-service type park is 

a promotion-oriented manufacturing and service establishment which 

is designed to attract  cliente  through demonstrating that it will 

be possible for the  manufacturer to operate successfully in the 

park and in the  country in which  it  is located.    It  is a "culture- 

shnck absorber" designed to  lower the  risk rf the new manufacturing 

enterprise,  improve  its cash flow,  and  help it get  into business 

quickly.    Through the fees it charges  (which are economical  in 

comparison with costs  in developed nations for labor-intensive 

production)  it  is able  to sustain the critical costs  of promotion 

without which no industrial park succeeds. 

4.       THF NEED POP PPOMOTTOK 

Insufficient  funds for promotion and unwise promotional  ex- 

penditures are probably  the principal  reasons for failure of in- 

dustrial parks and  free  zones  to   'take off".    r'or lack of under- 

standing of the  promotional process,   mnnv who drav up  bud^ruts  for 

industrial free eones and parks  poem \r.i\xrig to spend mill-on« of 

dollars on infrastructure,  ic-.tr,,   ráloings,  street  lighting, 

drains,  fire protection,   'ommuni<atiene services,  even  financial 

and  computer centers—yd  to r uJ   promotional budgets  to a few 

thousand dollars thinking that a  brochure or two will  serve to 

attract companies.     I  support sound budgeting for necessary  infra- 

structure—especially  if it is built stepwise ae nn ied,  but what 

good is a building or a fence  if  it  never attracts customer«? 

The second most  difficult problem is thf  lack rf patience 

on the part of industrial park investors to wait  for promotion 
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to do its work and begin  to bring in customers.     On the average 

at Nogales it took two years after the potential  client visited 

the park before he was operating in his  own factory in  the park— 

and  i'   sometimes  took a year or two to get him i > make  the first 

visit.    The bulk of the promotional effort  is follow-up of leads— 

solving client problems as he studies the  park—working out feasi- 

bility studies—reducing park costs,  transport costs,  and finding 

other ways to make the park more  competitive.    Of course,  it is 

necessary to make  the park known to its potential market  through 

brochures, participrtion  in industrial conventions, and contacting 

clients through direct mail,  telephone and personal calls, but most 

of the work involves competent professionals assisting clients in 

problem-solving. 

All this costs money—and requires great patience.    At Nogales 

we spent one million dollars on promotion  for five million dollars 

of construction over a six year period.     At least $500,000 of promo- 

tional cost occurred in the first three years while construction 

reached $»500,000 only at  the end of the  period—in other words, 

one dollar of promotion for each dollar of construction by the 

end of the third year.     In the end promotion costs amounted to 

about $160 per direct manufacturing job  created at the  Park, but 

they were much higher than this at the beginning. 

5.      TOE SHELTER PIAN - kh EXAMPLE OF SERVICES OFFERED BY A 
FULL-SERVICE INDUSTRIAL PARK 

The Nogales Park developed a system of services to attract 

customers which made it highly competitive with other competing 

locations—it frequently overcame nearby  real estate type parks 

offering lower rental cost because of the value  of these services 

to the client.    In all at  least thirty companies  used the Shelter 

Plan at Nogales during the period I97I-74.    Therefore,   it is worth- 

while to spend time looking at the details of the Shelter Plan to 

see what í ervices were offered. 
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Corporate use of the SHELTEF PLAK was not confined to smaller 

companies, although it is of great benefit to then.    Instead, many 

of the largest corporations in the United States availed themselves 

of the Plan—including Pockweil, General Electno, Samsonite, 

Memorex, and Teledyne. 

What ie it about the SHELTEP PLAN which has attracted the 

interest of all these important companies?    Simply,   that risk of a 

new venture is reduced, corporate management is better trained in 

how to do business in the new country, selection and training of 

personnel to high levels of productivity is speeded up, and 

positive cash flow is frequently generated early and in considerable 

amount. 

(A)    THE COST OP FEAR 

Establishment of a new overseas manufacturing facility is 

regarded with fear by many managements—especially those which 

have considerable experience in such activity.    Careful planning 

from the Board level down is proclaimed—and corporate bureaucratic 

expense rises in proportion to the size of the company and the 

size of the overseas venture.    International legal and accounting 

firms ^re consulted, visits to top government officials in the 

new country are made by two or three tiers of corporate management, 

and in due course a Board resolution establishes permission for the 

Corporation to create a new company in the. new country—and finally 

begin its manufacturing experiment.    At this r°int the corporation 

ie ready to face its real problems of how to manufacture and ship 

products using IOCP.1 people—how to deal at the practical level 

with the new government—and how to contrel and manage the activity 

with trusted managers of great experience from the home office who 

nay have little knowledge of how to operate outside of the home 

office.    In these matters PISK is high, even for experienced firme— 

and the time it takes to get into business is long. 

X 
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(B) WHAT IP IT DOESN'T WORK? 

Suppose it is discovered thcTt local factors impede productivity— 

that the best manager from the home office is a failure in getting pro- 

duction to acceptable 1< v'els where he canft speak +he language—that the 

product sent abroad vnn    -n complex to begin with- that laws in the new 

oountry or home country block or delay imports or effect taxes—oí* result 

in labor violations and j-s^a^iet — or jusx  plain 3X->ppogen--that too much 

time elapsed before marketable quantities of products were available. 

What to do?   Well,  the parent corporation c:u i-oir in more money, or it 

oan liquidate the new foreign company,  and writt off tho considerpble expense. 

(C) HOW THE SHELTER PLAN CONTROLS RISK 

Under the SHELTER PLM no corporato commitment  is nade to the new 

oountry.    In fact,  in the new country,  the corporation doesn't exist and 

therefore has no legal,  taxable, or bureaucratic standing., 

The secret is that the corporation has made a contract with a 

United States firm which supplies cartai", services,   space, and employees 

in the new country for six months to enable tha corporation to try out 

manufacturing on a pilot-plant basis usinée its own management and key 

equipment, but with no permanent ties to the new country until feasibility 

of the new production is fully demonstrated,    The -j-st of SHELTER PLAN 

services is charged on an hour?y basis for the number of workers employed 

and the oontract can be extended or terminated under pre-set conditions. 

Thus,  the oorporation knows what it   .E getting into fr  TI the beginning 

and is in a position to better manage its risk. 

Instead of incurring heivy staff work -\nd payments to outside lawyers 

and accountants to establish a new company overseas before knowing how well 

it will produce, the corporation pays only for ¿ending a manager and some 

equipment and raw materials to the new country in which it may or may not 

later establish a    permanent facility,    Thus RISK is reduced. 

(D) MANAGEMENT TRAINING 

The SHELTER PLAN insulates the manager ititially from day 

to day routine-permitting him to concentrate hits full attention 
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on training new workers.     If he does not  speak the local language, 

he ie provided with ar. assistant who is Vi lingual and who helps 

him with the-  trr'.iing process.    On re training has proceeded tc 

the point where -aceptable  piodu^t is emerging  .'rom the production 

unit,  the manager is trained   to handle his cwn  import/export 

functions with local customs  officials.     Ht.  id given practical 

training in  local labor IPW and practice and encouraged to meet 

with labor officiale so  +hey fet to know him and he them.    He 

becomes a  part of the local  managers group from the beginning so 

he can be aware of outside problem" -md solutions as they are 

being devised by other companies.    He meets  IOCPI businessmen 

and begins  to be active  in   improving the business climate of 

the country.     The training he  receives and the people he comes 

to know can be  invaluable  in has corporations'   later decision 

to stay or  leave—and can  reduce the cost  of staying considerably. 

(E)    LABOr 

The SHELTIT PLAN contractor in th:. new country hires per- 

sonnel for training under the new contract with  the corporation. 

These workers are subject   :o screening as  to aptitude and attitude, 

take p. physical  --"am,  and   their records arc  reviewed by  the 

corporation's  madiger before    ,hcy are hired  by     he SHFLTEP PIAN 

contractor.     They arc hired   from the beginning,   t-• eventually 

become employees of the  corporation if th<   corporation finally 

decides  to   creale  its own row firm in the   country.    They agree 

to transfer to  the new  corporation at no penalty whenever it 

requests  them providing   Uu ii   seniority  is   recognized as of the 

day they are  first hired   jy  the SH3LTIT PLAN contractor.     The 

initial group of employees,   o'Vv, trained,   becomes a source of 

supervisors and  leaa workers  for expansion.     If acceptable pro- 

ductivity  ana  quality standards arc  met,   more  employees are hired 

and trained and more produ••• t  ft  high narg'r:  results.     Tf the 

corporation decides:, to commit to the country,   then a new com- 

pany i» formed  in the country ana a building contracted for it. 

During constructs n,  the  SHFLTÜT' PLAÌ; operation  grows through 

increases  in space and training capacity  until,  when the 

i 
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corporations'  own building is ready,   the entire operation  is trans- 

ferred to  the new building and the workers  officially become part 

of the corporations     labo^ force,     ^he procese proceeds  smoothly 

all   the way from a  '   >w-nsk  pilot operation   to full   scale manufac- 

turing    ili the corporations'   own plant. 

(F)    POSITIVI CASH FLOW DURING START-UP 

Once a company has    ortracteo  for the  SKL'LiF?  PIAI",   its ex- 

penses are  limited tó paying the hourly cost  of the  FLAK and investing 

in moving a manager and shipping certain key eouipment and raw materials. 

After this »ödest  cpsh  commitmentv   it  hegirir  to receive  finished pro- 

duct produced during training activities  by   the CHII,"'?"" FLAN contractor. 

Sale of this product   can  result  in a   positive  overfill   cash flow 

fairly early in the  experimental phase providing investment  is care- 

fully controlled and  volume   is sufficiently   hi^h—or a high profit 

margin existe. 

To  illustrate,   th«   furrcn   cost  oí  fíHFL1''S." FLAK  facilities and 

lrbor at  the San Cartolo  Industrial  ^ree  Zone  in Fl  Salvador at 

a level  nf 50 empl^yten,   is  fl.fit   rer brur actually worked at the 

plant of  the SHKLTF"   FLAT  contractor,   :A:'FXP0.     This   is about Í3.CO 

per hour under the  cost   in the LTuted States  i'or space and  labor. 

This margin of $.}.>. v"   is generatea every time  the product  is sold. 

A product which utilizes  101,000 hours  -f labor rer year (5^ workers) 

has a margin of f. 300,001  per year to apply  to the  modest  investment 

and costs  of transprrt and  customs duties. 

In the present  financial situation,   this positive  cash flow can 

make an important difference  to oompar.ies which have not yet gone 

ahead with necessary expansirns or improvements in productivity to 

enhance profitability  of their operations. 

Because overhead  costs  can be spread   ov^r  several  clients at 

»ne time,  Shelter F]an rates are competitive within  the Zone for 

a manufacturer employing up  to about  100 persons.    Above  this size 

it  is generally attractive  fo^ a  dient to  form hie  own corporation 

(with the help of the  Shelter Plan  staff).     As clients grow and  leave 
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the Shelter Plan others must be  found  to  take  their plane  in Shelter 

Plan buildings—thin  is  entirely -onBister :.  with the objectivée 

«f the Zone  in whi  h  :.ho Chi Iter Plan operates and  the   result  is 

a happy blending of 'ht  operrtin^  'unction  of the Shelter Flan with 

the  promotional  needs  of the  Zon. .     Income   to  the Zone   frsm Shelter 

Plan operations helpB defny  the high promotional roste  of the Zone. 

T'^l.T   T-'TT'cji  ,q \i   PF "A? I r^IVE•1' 

In I97O the   imports  of labor-intent.ive floods by FXiropean Countries 

were about ecaial  to those  of the united Strtts.    ve have  not  inves- 

tigated current   importe but  there  IF no   reason  to believe  that Europe 

has not grown -<s  rapidly as  the  l, S    and  row off tre a vast market for 

development  by r   few strategically placid   Industrial Tree  Zones around 

the  Mediterranean Pasm  spt .-jnlizmg m  Ir ber-intersive   manufactures. 

Comparison of  the   jobs    created  by the   united States market  in Table   IT 

with  the  needs  of   fhe    rnpi?;i  market woulo   indicate  the   possibility 

of creating five   to  ten  su"h  Zom s in  the  next decade—with each rising 

to an employment   le /el  0+'  io,OCX   jobs.     Th<   Tiarket  is  there,   the 

return on investment  is  high,   th<   ability   to  provide  job« and improve 

technology transfer it  erreat  using + ht  T-jll-Service type   Industrial 

^ree  Zone  1  have   derriben.—i-TITF Ari) i-fìFT  00 VF- EECIÏÏ? 
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